Scavenger Hunt

Camper's Name: _______________

1. Shabbat item
2. Camp shirt/hat
3. Flashlight
4. Kosher food item
5. An earthworm
6. Israeli food item
7. Something with Hebrew
8. Tie dye item
9. Something outside with a number in a multiple of 18
10. Something about Texas
11. 3 different mezuzahs
12. Photo of CYJ item
13. Something you created
14. Coin with your birth year
15. Spell CYJ with items from nature
16. Dance to a rikud song
17. Wash your hands to the CYJ camp song
18. Picture of you in a tent

Total Points: _____

Submit this score sheet to info@cyjtexas.org and you'll be entered to win an awesome piece of CYJ Swag!